Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of testing whether two finite groups are isomorphic. Whereas the case where both groups are abelian is well understood and can be solved efficiently, very little is known about the complexity of isomorphism testing for nonabelian groups. Le Gall has constructed an efficient classical algorithm for a class of groups corresponding to one of the most natural ways of constructing nonabelian groups from abelian groups: the groups that are extensions of an abelian group A by a cyclic group Z m with the order of A coprime with m. More precisely, the running time of that algorithm is almost linear in the order of the input groups. In this paper we present a quantum algorithm solving the same problem in time polynomial in the logarithm of the order of the input groups. This algorithm works in the black-box setting and is the first quantum algorithm solving instances of the nonabelian group isomorphism problem exponentially faster than the best known classical algorithms.
Introduction
Background Testing group isomorphism (the problem asking to decide, for two given finite groups G and H, whether there exists an isomorphism between G and H) is a fundamental problem in computational group theory but little is known about its complexity. It is known that the group isomorphism problem (for groups given by their multiplication tables) reduces to the graph isomorphism problem [22] , and thus the group isomorphism problem is in the complexity class NP ∩ coAM (since the graph isomorphism problem is in this class [2] ). Miller [27] has developed a general technique to check group isomorphism in time O(n log n+O (1) ), where n denotes the size of the input groups and Lipton, Snyder and Zalcstein [25] have given an algorithm working in O(log 2 n) space. However, no polynomial time algorithm is known for the general case of this problem.
Another line of research is the design of algorithms solving the group isomorphism problem for particular classes of groups. For abelian groups polynomial-time algorithms follow directly from efficient algorithms for the computation of the Smith normal form of integer matrices [10, 18] . More efficient methods have been given by Vikas [33] and Kavitha [20] for abelian groups given by their multiplication tables, and fast parallel algorithms have been constructed by McKenzie and Cook [26] for abelian permutation groups. The current fastest algorithm solving the abelian group isomorphism problem for groups given as black-boxes has been developed by Buchmann and Schmidt [7] and works in time O(n 1/2 (log n) O(1) ). However, as far as nonabelian groups are concerned, very little is known. For solvable groups Arvind and Torán [1] have shown that the group isomorphism problem is in NP ∩ coNP under certain complexity assumptions but, until
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recently, the only polynomial-time algorithms testing isomorphism of nontrivial classes of nonabelian groups were a result by Garzon and Zalcstein [15] , which holds for a very restricted class, and a body of works initiated by Cooperman et al. [11] on simple groups, which will be discussed later.
Very recently, Le Gall [23] proposed an efficient classical algorithm solving the group isomorphism problem over another class of nonabelian groups. Since for abelian groups the group isomorphism problem can be solved efficiently, that work focused on one of the most natural next targets: cyclic extensions of abelian groups. Loosely speaking such extensions are constructed by taking an abelian group A and adding one element y that, in general, does not commute with the elements in A. More formally the class of groups considered in [23] , denoted by S , was the following.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a finite group. The group G is said to be in the class S if there exists a normal abelian subgroup A in G and an element y ∈ G of order coprime with |A| such that G = A, y .
In technical words G is an extension of an abelian group A by a cyclic group Z m with gcd(|A|, m) = 1. This class of groups includes all the abelian groups and many non-abelian groups too, as discussed in details in [23] . For example, for A = Z 4 3 and m = 4, there are exactly 9 isomorphism classes in S (1 class of abelian groups and 8 classes of nonabelian groups). Moreover, the class S includes several groups that have been the target of quantum algorithms, as discussed later. The main result in [23] was the following theorem. (1) , where n = min(|G|, |H|).
Theorem 1.1 ([23]). There exists a deterministic algorithm checking whether two groups G and H in the class S (given as black-box groups) are isomorphic and, if this is the case, computing an isomorphism from G to H. Its running time has for upper bound n 1+o

Statement of our results
In the present paper, we focus on quantum algorithms solving the group isomorphism problem in the black-box setting. Cheung and Mosca [9] have shown how to compute the decomposition of an abelian group into a direct product of cyclic subgroups in time polynomial in the logarithm of its order on a quantum computer, and thus how to solve the abelian group isomorphism problem in time polynomial in log n in the black-box model. (Notice that their algorithm is actually a generalization of Shor's algorithm [31] , which can be seen as solving the group isomorphism problem over cyclic groups.) This then gives an exponential speed-up with respect to the best known classical algorithms for the same task. One can naturally ask whether a similar speed-up can be obtained for classes of nonabelian groups. In this paper, we prove that this is the case. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.
There exists a quantum algorithm checking with high probability whether two groups G and H in the class S given as black-box groups are isomorphic and, if this is the case, computing an isomorphism from G to H. Its running time is polynomial in log n, where n = min(|G|, |H|).
To our knowledge, this is the first quantum algorithm solving nonabelian instances of the group isomorphism problem exponentially faster than the best known classical algorithms. Our algorithm relies on several new quantum reductions to instances of the so-called abelian Hidden Subgroup Problem, a problem that can be solved efficiently on a quantum computer. Our result can then be seen as an extension of the polynomial time library of computational tasks which can be accomplished using Shor's factoring and discrete logarithm algorithms [31] , and further quantum algorithms for abelian groups. We also mention that groups in the class S appear at several occasions in the quantum computation literature, mostly connected to the Hidden Subgroup Problem over semidirect product groups [6, 13, 16, 28] . Our techniques may have applications in the design of further quantum algorithms for this problem, or for other similar group-theoretic tasks. 1 To illustrate this point, let us consider the following simple strategy: for each j ∈ {1, . . . , v}, try to find some k such that y k 1 = x j using the quantum algorithm for the standard discrete logarithm problem by Shor [31] , and then check whether {y k 1 , . . . , y k v } = {x 1 , . . . , x v }. The problem here is that a k such that y k 1 = x j will be only defined modulo |y 1 |, and it may be the case that {y k 1 , . . . , y k v } = {x 1 , . . . , x v } but {y k relies on a reduction to several instances of the abelian Hidden Subgroup Problem. Our solution to the problem SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM is then an extension of the computational tasks which can be solved efficiently using known quantum algorithms for abelian groups.
Other related works To our knowledge, the only other work on polylogarithmic time nonabelian group isomorphism testing in the back-box setting is a body of results, initiated by Cooperman et al. [11] , focusing on identifying simple groups. Remember that a simple group is a group that has no nontrivial normal subgroup. A celebrated result in group theory classifies all the simple finite groups into 26 sporadic groups and a few numbers of infinite classes in which each group has a label of some prescribed form. A natural question that arises is, given a black-box group guaranteed to be simple, how to compute this label, i.e., how to identify this group? It is known that, based on the mathematical properties of the simple groups, it is possible to do this (classically) in polylogarithmic time whenever the input is guaranteed to be a so-called classical group over a field of known characteristic. We refer to the book by Kantor and Seress [19] and references therein for an extensive treatment of this subject.
Preliminaries
Group theory and standard decompositions
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of group theory and state without proofs definitions and properties of groups we will use in this paper.
For any positive integer m, we denote by Z m the additive cyclic group of integers {0, . . . , m − 1}, and by Z * m the multiplicative group of integers in {1, . . . , m − 1} coprime with m. Let G be a finite group. For any subgroup H and any normal subgroup K of G we denote by HK the subgroup {hk | h ∈ H, k ∈ K} = {kh | h ∈ H, k ∈ K}. Given a set S of elements of G, the subgroup generated by the elements of S is written S . We say that two elements g 1 and g 2 of G are conjugate in G if there exists an element y ∈ G such that g 2 = yg 1 y −1 . For any two elements g, h ∈ G we denote by [g, h] the commutator of g and h, i.e., [g, h] = ghg −1 h −1 . More generally, given two subsets S 1 and S 2 of G, we define
The group G is said to be solvable if there exists some integer k such that G (k) = {e}. Given two groups G 1 and G 2 , a map φ : G 1 → G 2 is a homomorphism from G 1 to G 2 if, for any two elements g and g ′ in G 1 , the relation φ (gg ′ ) = φ (g)φ (g ′ ) holds. We say that G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic if there exists a one-one homomorphism from G 1 to G 2 , and we write
Given any finite group G, we denote by |G| its order and, given any element g in G, we denote by |g| the order of g in G. For any prime p, we say that a group is a p-group if its order is a power of p. If |G| = p e i 1 . . . p e r r for distinct prime numbers p i , then for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} the group G has a subgroup of order p e i i . Such a subgroup is called a Sylow p i -subgroup of G. Moreover, if G is additionally abelian, then each Sylow p i -group is unique and G is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups. Abelian p-groups have remarkably simple structures: any abelian p-group is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic p-groups Z p f 1 × · · · × Z p fs for some positive integer s and positive integers f 1 ≤ . . . ≤ f s , and this decomposition is unique. We say that a set {g 1 , . . . , g t } of t elements of an abelian group G is a basis of G if G = g 1 × · · · × g t and the order of each g i is a prime power.
For a given group G in the class S in general many different decompositions as an extension of an abelian group by a cyclic group exist. For example, the abelian group 
Black-box groups and the abelian Hidden Subgroup Problem
In this paper we work in the black-box model, first introduced (in the classical setting) by Babai and Szemerédi [5] . A black-box group is a representation of a group G where elements are represented by strings, and an oracle is available to perform group operations. To be able to take advantage of the power of quantum computation when dealing with black-box groups, the oracles performing group operations have to be able to deal with quantum superpositions. These quantum black-box groups have been first studied by Ivanyos et al. [17] and Watrous [34, 35] , and have become the standard model for studying group-theoretic problems in the quantum setting.
More precisely, a quantum black-box group is a representation of a group where elements are represented by strings (of the same length, supposed to be logarithmic in the order of the group). We assume the usual unique encoding hypothesis, i.e., each element of the group is encoded by a unique string, which is crucial for technical reasons (without it, most quantum algorithms do not work). A quantum oracle V G is available, such that V G (|g |h ) = |g |gh for any g and h in G (using strings to represent the group elements), and behaving in an arbitrary way on other inputs. 2 We say that a group G is input as a black-box if a set of strings representing generators {g 1 , . . . , g s } of G with s = O(log |G|) is given as input, and queries to the oracle can be done at cost 1. The hypothesis on s is natural since every group G has a generating set of size O(log |G|), and enables us to make the exposition of our results easier. Also notice that a set of generators of any size can be converted efficiently into a set of generators of size O(log |G|) if randomization is allowed [3] .
Any efficient quantum black-box algorithm gives rise to an efficient concrete quantum algorithm whenever the oracle operations can be replaced by efficient procedures. Especially, when a mathematical expression of the generators input to the algorithm is known, performing group operations can be done directly on the elements in polynomial time (in log |G|) for many natural groups, including permutation groups and matrix groups. This is why the black-box model is one of the most general settings to work with when considering group-theoretic problems, and especially when designing sublinear-time algorithms for such problems.
Quantum algorithms are very efficient for solving computational problems over abelian groups. In the following theorem, we describe the main results we will need in this paper. Theorem 2.1 ([9, 17, 31] ). There exists quantum algorithms solving, in time polynomial in log |G|, the following computational tasks with probability at least 1 − 1/poly(|G|):
(i) Given a group G given as a black-box (with unique encoding) and any element g ∈ G, compute the order of g in G.
( More precisely, Task (i) can be solved using a black-box version of Shor's algorithm [31] , Task (ii) can be solved using Cheung and Mosca's algorithm [9] , and Task (iii) can be solved using the quantum algorithm by Ivanyos et al. [17] . The discrete logarithm problem is the special case of task (iii) above when G is a cyclic group. Moreover, since factoring an integer reduces to computing the order of elements in a cyclic group, the efficient solution to Task (iii) implies an efficient solution for the integer factoring problem (we refer to Shor's paper [31] for a precise description of this reduction).
Actually, all the tasks in Theorem 2.1 can be seen as black-boxes versions of instances of the so-called Hidden Subgroup Problem (HSP) over abelian groups. We now recall the definition of this problem, since we will need it in Section 5. Let G be a group, K be a subgroup of G, and X be a finite set. A function f : G → X is said to be K-periodic if f is constant on each left coset of K, with distinct value on distinct cosets. Given as inputs (i) a group G given as a set of generators, and (ii) a function f given as an oracle, which is K-periodic for an unknown subgroup K of G, the Hidden Subgroup Problem asks to output a set of generators for K. The abelian Hidden Subgroup Problem is the special case where the underlying group G is abelian. It is known that the abelian HSP can be solved in time polynomial in log |G| [21] , even if G is given as a black-box group with unique encoding [17, 29] .
Invariant factors and elementary divisors of a matrix
In this subsection we review the notions of invariant factors and elementary divisors of a matrix. These are standard results, and we refer to any textbook on algebra (e.g., [12] ) for proofs and more details. In this subsection F denotes a finite field, and GL(r, F) denotes the group of invertible matrices of size r × r over F for some positive integer r.
The companion matrix of a(x), denoted by C a(x) is the k × k matrix with 1's down the first subdiagonal, −b 0 , −b 1 ,. . . , −b k−1 down the last column and zero elsewhere. For example, the companion matrix of
Let M be a matrix in GL(r, F). Then it is known that there exists a unique list (a 1 (x), . . . , a s (x)) of monic polynomials in F[x], with each polynomial a i (x) dividing a i+1 (x) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , s − 1}, such that M is similar to the block diagonal matrix diag(C a 1 (x) , . . . ,C a s (x) ). This list of polynomials is called the invariant factors of M, and this block diagonal matrix is called the rational normal form of the matrix M and is unique. In particular the polynomial a s (x) is the minimal monic polynomial of M, i.e., the (unique) monic polynomial of smallest degree in F[x] such that a s (M) = 0. It is known that matrices are conjugate in GL(r, F) if and only if they have the same invariant factors (or equivalently if they have the same rational normal form). Moreover, these invariant are the same if M is seen as a matrix over a field extension K of F, i.e., two matrices in GL(r, F) are similar in GL(r, F) if and only if they are similar in GL(r, K).
Let K be a field extension of F that splits the minimal polynomial 
The set of elementary divisors associated to M is unique, and it is known that two matrices are similar in GL(r, F) if and only if they have the same set of elementary divisors over K, when K is an extension field of F splitting both their minimal polynomials. For example, suppose that r = 4,
The elementary divisors of M are closely connected to the so-called Jordan normal form of M. Let c be a nonnegative integer and λ be an element in K. The Jordan matrix of size c associated to λ , denoted by J(λ , c), is the c × c matrix with λ along the main diagonal and 1 along the first superdiagonal. For example:
It is easy to check that the minimal polynomial of J(λ , c) is (x − λ ) c . In particular, this shows that the set of elementary divisors of
Suppose that the set of elementary divisors of a matrix M (in GL(r, F), but seen as a matrix in GL(r, K) where K splits its minimal polynomial) is
This block diagonal matrix is called the Jordan normal form of M and is unique up to the ordering of the λ i 's. For example the Jordan normal form for the example considered above with the set of elementary divisors
Computing a Standard Decomposition
In this section we present a quantum algorithm computing a standard decomposition of any group in the class S in time polynomial in the logarithm of the order of the group.
Description of the algorithm
The precise description of the algorithm, which we denote Procedure DECOMPOSE, is given in metacode in Figure 1 . Further descriptions on how each step is implemented follow. • At Step 1 a set of generators {g ′ 1 , . . . , g ′ t } of the derived subgroup G ′ with t = O(log |G|) is computed in time polynomial in log |G| with success probability 1 − 1/poly(|G|) using the classical algorithm by Babai et al. [4] .
• The order of G ′ at Steps 9 and 10, and the orders of elements at Steps 2, 17 and 29 are computed using the quantum algorithms for Tasks (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.1.
• The least common multiple at Step 2 is computed using standard algorithms, and is factorized at Step 3 using Shor's factoring algorithm [31] .
2 ) such elements), the quantum algorithms for Tasks (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.1 are used to check whether
• The tests at Steps 9, 10 to 17 are done by noticing that
= e for each γ ∈ Γ i and each j ∈ {1, . . . ,t} .
• Testing whether zwz −1 is in w at Step 23 is done by trying to decompose zwz −1 over w using the quantum algorithm for Task (iii) in Theorem 2.1, and then checking if the decomposition indeed represents zwz −1 (since, a priori, this algorithm can have an arbitrary behavior when zwz −1 / ∈ w ).
This description, along with Theorem 2.1 and with the observation that the sets U, V and Σ have size O((log |G|) 2 ), show that all the steps of Procedure DECOMPOSE can be implemented in time polynomial in log |G|. The following theorem states the time complexity of Procedure DECOMPOSE, and also its correctness.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group in the class S , given as a black-box group (with unique encoding). The procedure DECOMPOSE on input G outputs, with high probability, a pair (U, v) such that ( U , v ) is a standard decomposition of G. It can be implemented in time polynomial in log |G| on a quantum computer.
Before giving a complete proof of Theorem 3.1 in Subsection 3.2, we first describe its outline below, which we believe is also instructive in that it describes what procedure DECOMPOSE actually does.
Suppose that (A, y ) is a standard decomposition of G with |y| = m. This decomposition is unknown, and the value of m too. Suppose that κ = p e 1 1 · · · p e r r where the p i 's are distinct prime numbers. The first thing that is done is to convert the set of generators of G into a set Γ = ∪ r i=1 Γ i of generators of prime powers (where each Γ i consists of elements of order p
The idea of the procedure is then to construct two sets: a set U which will contain generators of A and a set V which will contain elements of prime power order of the form ay α with a ∈ A and α ≡ 0 mod m. More precisely, most elements of Γ can be assigned to either U or V using simple rules (from the properties of groups in the class S ): If the order of an element g of Γ is not coprime with |G ′ |, then g should be put in U (Step 9); If at least two elements of Γ are in the same subset Γ i but do not define a cyclic subgroup (up to elements in the commutator subgroup), then they both should be put in U (Step 14); If an element g of Γ does not commute with all the elements of G ′ , then g should be put in V (Step 18; for technical reasons, only one element satisfying this condition from each Γ i is put in V ).
It remains to deal with the set Σ of elements satisfying neither of these three conditions. For elements w ∈ Σ not commuting with at least one element z in Σ, deciding whether w should be put in U or in V can be done by checking whether zwz −1 ∈ w or not (Steps 22 and 23). The last part of the procedure (Steps 25 to 28) deals with the elements in Σ commuting with all elements in Σ; these elements are put as far as possible in U to make U as large as possible.
Finally, at
Step 29, the product of all the elements in V is raised to some well chosen power in order to obtain an element v such that v ∩ U = {e}. It can be shown that ( U , v ) is then a standard decomposition of G.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
We start with two lemmas. Proof We now prove assertion (2) . Suppose that w ∈ A (and thus necessarily z = ay α with a ∈ A and α ≡ 0 mod m). Then zwz −1 is also in A. More precisely, zwz −1 = [z, w]w. From the the observation that zwz −1 has the same order as w and the fact that gcd(|w|, |G ′ |) = 1, we conclude that [z, w] = e and that zwz −1 ∈ w . Thus, if zwz −1 ∈ w , then z ∈ A.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The complexity of Procedure DECOMPOSE follows from the description of the procedure given in Subsection 3.1. It remains to prove its correctness.
Let (A, y ) be a standard decomposition of G with |y| = m. Notice that each call to the quantum algorithms solving the tasks mentioned in Theorem 2.1 realized in the Procedure DECOMPOSE has success probability at least 1 − 1/poly(|G|). Then, with high probability, there is no failure at those steps. In the following we suppose that this is the case and show that, then, the procedure necessarily outputs a standard decomposition of G. At the end of the loop of Steps 5 to 19, the set U ∪V ∪ Σ is a generating set of G (here the fact that G ′ ⊆ U is important). More precisely, the set U contains only elements of A. The set V contains only elements of the form ay α i m/p e i i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that p i divides m, where a ∈ G ′ (from Lemma 3.1) and α i is an integer such that gcd(α i , p i ) = 1. Moreover there is at most one element of this form in V for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that p i divides m. The set Σ is a set of elements satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.2.
In the loop of Steps 20 to 24, all the elements w ∈ Σ such that [w, Σ] = {e} are put in either U or V . From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, the elements put in U are elements of A and the elements put in V are of the form w = ay α for some a ∈ G ′ and some α ≡ 0 mod m. At the end of the loop, the elements of Σ\(U ∪V ) are commuting with all the elements of Σ.
Finally, the loop of Steps 25 to 28 ensures that all the elements of Σ\(U ∪ V ) are put in either U or V in the following way. The new elements put in U are precisely those commuting with the original set U (since these new elements also commute together, the final subgroup U will then be abelian). The elements put in V are such that, at the end of the loop, V contains again only elements of the form ay α i m/p e i i with a ∈ G ′ and gcd(α i , p i ) = 1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that p i divides m. Moreover there is at most one element of this form in V for each such i (from the construction of the set Σ). This latter observation implies that the element z constructed at Step 29 is such that z G ′ = V G ′ .
The final subgroup U is abelian and, since
Step 29 is of the form ay α , with a ∈ G ′ and α coprime with m, and then v,U = G, but v satisfies the additional relation v b = e. Since U is abelian and each element of U has order coprime with |v|, we conclude that gcd(|v|,
This shows that the output (U, v) of Procedure DECOMPOSE is such that that
where m ′ = |v| ≤ m (more precisely, |v| divides m by construction). Since m is the minimal integer such that D m G = ∅ (because (A, y ) is a standard decomposition of G), we conclude that m = m ′ and that Procedure DECOMPOSE finds a standard decomposition of the group G.
Set Discrete Logarithm
Statement of the problem
We first introduce the following useful notation. Let F be a finite field, and Σ = {x 1 , . . . , x t } be any subset of F with possible repetitions, i.e., all the x i 's are elements of F, but may not be distinct. For any integer k, we denote by Σ k the subset of F with possible repetitions {x k 1 , . . . , x k t }. In this section we consider the following problem. Here u is a positive integer which is a parameter of the problem (taking u ≥ 2 does not make the problem significantly harder, but this enables us to give a more convenient presentation of our results).
SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM INPUT: two lists (S 1 , . . . , S u ) and (T 1 , . . . , T u ) where, for each integer h ∈ {1, . . . , u}, S h and T h are subsets with possible repetitions of some finite field F h . OUTPUT: a positive integer k such that T k h = S h for all h ∈ {1, . . . , u}, if such an integer exists.
Notice that the case u = 1 with |S 1 | = |T 1 | = 1 is the usual discrete logarithm problem over the multiplicative group of the field F 1 . Actually, our algorithm solving the problem SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM will only need the multiplicative structure of the fields, and then also works if we replace in the definition each field F h by any multiplicative finite group G h . However, since the main applications of our algorithm deal with field structures (as described in Section 5 and Section 6), we describe our results in the present slightly less general form.
Given an instance of SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM, let m S denote the smallest positive integer such that x m S = 1 for all x ∈ S 1 ∪ · · · ∪ S u , and let m T denote the smallest positive integer such that y m T = 1 for all y ∈ T 1 ∪ · · · ∪ T u . The main result of this section is the following theorem. Theorem 4.1. There exists a quantum algorithm that solves with high probability the problem SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM, and runs in time polynomial in u, log(m S + m T ), and max 1≤h≤u (|S h | + |T h | + log |F h |).
Proof of Theorem 4.1
We first describe how to compute intersections of cosets of abelian groups efficiently using a quantum computer. Proposition 4.1. Let Γ be an abelian group, given as a black-box, and Γ 1 , Γ 2 be two subgroups of Γ given by generating sets. Let x and y be two elements of Γ. There exists a quantum algorithm that decides with high probability, in time polynomial in log |Γ|, whether xΓ 1 ∩ yΓ 2 is empty. Moreover, when the algorithm decides that xΓ 1 ∩yΓ 2 = ∅, it also outputs an element γ ∈ Γ, and t = O(log |Γ|) elements γ 1 , . . . , γ t such that xΓ 1 ∩ yΓ 2 = γ γ 1 , . . . , γ t with high probability.
Proof. A standard result of group theory states that the set xΓ 1 ∩ yΓ 2 is either empty, or is a coset of the subgroup Γ 1 ∩ Γ 2 (note that this statement is true even if Γ is not abelian). Notice that xΓ 1 ∩ yΓ 2 = ∅ if and only if xy −1 ∈ Γ 1 Γ 2 . This can be checked efficiently using the quantum algorithm by Ivanyos et al. [17] testing membership in abelian groups, but more work is needed to find an explicit element in xΓ 1 ∩ yΓ 2 .
Let {α 1 , . . . , α s } and {β 1 , . . . , β t } be bases of Γ 1 and Γ 2 respectively. Define the abelian group
and define the map f 1 from P 1 to Γ as follows: for any (a 1 , . . . , a s , b 1 
Notice that the set
t } is a subgroup of P 1 , and that the function f 1 is constant on cosets of Q 1 in P 1 , with distinct values on distinct cosets. This is thus an instance of the abelian HSP, and a set of generators of Q 1 can be found in time polynomial in log |P 1 | = O(log |Γ|). The set xΓ 1 ∩ yΓ 2 is not empty if and only if Q 1 contains some element of the form (a 1 , . . . , a s , b 1 , . . . , b t , 1) , in which case the element γ = xα
We now show how to compute a generating set of the subgroup Γ 1 ∩ Γ 2 . This can be done using the quantum algorithm by Friedl et al. [14] computing the intersection of subgroups in "smoothly solvable" groups, but we present here a much simpler quantum algorithm for the abelian case, inspired by techniques developed in [26] . Let f 2 be the map from the abelian group any (a 1 , . . . , a s , b 1 
1} is a subgroup of P 2 , and that the function f 2 is constant on cosets of Q 2 in P 2 , with distinct values on distinct cosets. This is thus an instance of the abelian HSP, and a set of generators {z 1 , . . . , z r } of Q 2 with r = log |Γ| can be found in time polynomial in log |P 2 | = O(log |Γ|) using the algorithm described in Subsection 2.2 . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} let us write z i = (u i1 , . . . , u is , v i1 , . . . , v it ) and define
s . Then it is easy to check that Γ 1 ∩ Γ 2 = γ 1 , . . . , γ r .
We are now ready to give our proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For the sake of brevity, let us denote
We first compute the orders of all the elements in Σ using Shor's algorithm [31] . ). Thus, without loss of generality, we suppose hereafter that m S = m T and denote by m this value. Then a solution k can be searched for in the set Z * m . Let {m 1 , . . . , m ℓ } = ∪ z∈Σ {|z|} denote the set of orders of the elements in Σ. For each h ∈ {1, . . . , u} and each i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, we define the subsets
Let us also define the sets
It is straightforward to check that the set K h,i is a subgroup of Z * m , and that the set K h,i is either empty, or is a coset of K h,i in Z * m . Let K ⊆ Z * m denote the set of solutions of the instance of SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM we are considering. Then
The set K can be computed efficiently by applying successively the quantum algorithm of Proposition 4.1 if, for each h ∈ {1, . . . , u} and each i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, the set K h,i is known (more precisely, if a generating set of K h,i and an element of K h,i are known). The final part of the proof shows how to compute these sets K h,i . Let us fix an integer h ∈ {1, . . . , u} and an integer i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. We suppose that S h,i and T h,i have the same size (otherwise K h,i = ∅ and thus K = ∅). Denote S h,i = {x 1 , . . . , x v } and T h,i = {y 1 , . . . , y v }, where v = |S h,i | depends on h and i. We present a quantum procedure computing a set of generators of K h,i , and an element k h,i in K h,i when this set is not empty, in time polynomial in v, log m, and log |F h |.
We first show how to compute the subgroup K h,i . Let ≺ be an arbitrary strict total ordering of the elements of F h . Without loss of generality we can suppose that x 1 x 2 · · · x v . Let µ be the function from Z * m × {1, . . . , v} to F h defined as follows: for any k ∈ Z * m and any j ∈ {1, . . . , v}, µ(k, j) is the j-th element (with respect to the order ≺) of the set T k h,i . Let f be the function from
Notice that the set {k ∈ Z * m | f (k) = (1, . . . , 1)} is precisely the subgroup K h,i of Z * m . Moreover, the function f is constant on cosets of K h,i in Z * m , with distinct values on distinct cosets (since
h,i and thus k 1 ∈ k 2 K h,i ). This is thus an instance of the abelian HSP, and a set of generators of K h,i can be found in time polynomial in v, log m and log |F h | using the algorithm described in Subsection 2.2 (notice that the underlying group is Z * m , and that the value of the function f can be computed in time v, log m and log |F h |).
We now show how to compute an element k h,i in K h,i if this set is not empty. We first try to find an element α ∈ Z * m i such that T α h,i = S h,i . This is done by, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , v}, trying to find an integer α j ∈ Z * m i such that x α j 1 = y j , if such an integer exists (notice that, for each j, there is at most one element α j in Z * m i satisfying this condition, which can be computed in time polynomial in log m i and log |F h | using the quantum algorithm for the standard discrete logarithm problem [31] ) and checking whether T α j h,i = S h,i . If no such value α can be found, we conclude that K h,i is empty. Otherwise we take any such value α and compute k h,i as follows. Let us write the prime power decomposition of m as m = p
t , where each prime p l divides m i for l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, each prime p ′ l divides α but not m i for l ∈ {1, . . . , s}, and each prime q l divides neither m i nor α for l ∈ {1, . . . ,t}. Then the integer
is coprime with m (since α is coprime with m i and then each prime p l , p ′ l or q l does not divide k h,i ), and hence is in Z * m . From the choice of α and since any element in T h,i has order m i , we conclude that k h,i is in the set K h,i .
Discrete Logarithm up to Conjugacy
Statement of the problem
Given a positive integer r and a finite field F, remember that GL(r, F) denotes the multiplicative group of invertible matrices of size r × r with entries in F. In this section we consider the following problem. Here u is again a positive integer which is a parameter of the problem. 
In the statement of the above problem, the notation [M
2 raised to the k-th power. Notice that the case u = 1 and r 1 = 1 is basically the usual discrete logarithm problem over the multiplicative group of the finite field Theorem 5.1. There exists a quantum algorithm that solves with high probability the problem DISCRETE LOG UP TO CONJUGACY, and runs in time polynomial in u, log(m 1 + m 2 ), and max 1≤h≤u (r h + log |F h |)
Proof of Theorem 5.1
The quantum algorithm solving the problem DISCRETE LOG UP TO CONJUGACY follows from a reduction to the problem SET DISCRETE LOGARITHM. The key idea is to represent each matrix by its set of elementary divisors. We will first introduce some definitions and prove two lemmas before moving to the proof of Theorem 5.1. In this subsection we use the notations introduced in Subsection 2.3.
Let M be a matrix in GL(r, F), where r is a positive integer and F is a finite field. The minimal polynomial a s (x) of M has not in general all its roots in F, and, in order to define the elementary divisors of M, we need then to work on a field extension of F containing all the roots of a s (x). Denote F = GF(q) where q is some prime power. It is well known that the roots of any irreducible factor of degree d of a polynomial in F[x] are elements of the field extension GF(q d ) of F (see [24] for example). Then the field extension GF(q d ′ ) splits the polynomial a s (x), where d ′ denotes the least common multiple of the degrees of the irreducible factors of a s (x) over F. However, the value d ′ can be in general superpolynomial in r, and thus we need to be more careful to obtain an algorithm with running time polynomial in r and log |F|. This is why we introduce the following definition (we also take in consideration the degrees of the associated elementary divisors for technical reasons). Example. Define the two polynomials f 1 = (x 2 + x + 1) and f 2 = (x 2 + x + 1) 2 (x 3 + x + 1) over GF (2) , and the matrix M = diag(C 1 ,C 1 ,C 2 ) where C 1 (resp. C 2 ) denotes the companion matrix of f 1 (resp. f 2 ). Notice that x 2 + x + 1 and x 3 + x + 1 are irreducible over GF (2) . The matrix M has size 11 × 11, consists of 3 diagonal blocks of size 2 × 2, 2 × 2 and 7 × 7 respectively, and is actually already in rational normal form. In particular, its invariant factors are ( f 1 , f 1 , f 2 ). Then the minimal polynomial of M is f 2 , which is split by GF (2 6 ). It can be checked that there exist two elements α 2 ∈ GF(2 2 ) and α 3 ∈ GF(2 3 ) of multiplicative order respectively 3 and 7 such that the polynomial (x 2 + x + 1) factorizes into (x − α 2 )(x − α 2 2 ) over GF (2 2 ) and the polynomial (
Definition 5.1. Let M be a matrix in GL(r, F) where r is a positive integer and F = GF(q) is a finite field of prime power order q, and let d and ℓ be two positive integers. Suppose that
3 , α 4 3 }. We will need the following result on Jordan matrices. Since two matrices are similar if and only if they have the same elementary divisors, Lemma 5.1 shows that a Jordan matrix raised to a power coprime with its order is similar to itself. We now prove the following lemma (remember that, if Σ = {x 1 , . . . , x t } is a subset of F with possible repetitions, we denote by Σ k the subset of F with possible repetitions {x k 1 , . . . , x k t }). 
Proof. Let K be a field extension of F splitting the minimal polynomial of 
Since two matrices are similar in GL(r, F) if and only if they have the same elementary divisors, the claim follows from the fact that, if K i is the smallest subfield of K containing µ i , then K i is also the smallest subfield of K containing µ k i (since k is coprime with the order of µ i ).
We now present the proof of Theorem 5. 
. This can be done in O(r h
3 ) field operations, using for example the algorithm by Storjohann [32] . We then factor over F h these invariant factors using the Cantor-Zassenhaus algorithm [8] , running in time polynomial in r h and log |F h |. Let us denote by D h the set of degrees of the irreducible factors (over F h ) appearing in at least one of these invariant factors. Notice that obviously |D| ≤ 2r h since each M 2 are factorized over GF(q d ) using the Cantor-Zassenhaus algorithm [8] , and the elementary factors of degree ℓ are then collected. 
1 ) for all integers h ∈ {1, . . . , u}, all integers d ∈ D h and all integers ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , r h }. Such an integer k (if it exists) can then be found with high probability using the quantum algorithm of Theorem 4.1 in time polynomial in u, log m, and max 1≤h≤u (r h + log |F h |).
Finally, if such a solution k exists, then, for each h ∈ {1, . . . , h}, a matrix
can then be computed for this value of k in time polynomial in r h and log |F h | using efficient classical algorithms, for example the algorithm by Storjohann [32] .
Proof of Theorem 1.2
We first state some technical results by Le Gall [23] we use to prove Theorem 1.2. We will first need the following result from [23] that shows necessary and sufficient conditions for the isomorphism of two groups in the class S . We now present our proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that G and H are two groups in the class S . In order to test whether these two groups are isomorphic, we first run Procedure DECOMPOSE on G and H and obtain outputs (U 1 , y 1 ) and (U 2 , y 2 ) such that ( U 1 , y 1 ) and ( U 2 , y 2 ) are standard decompositions of G and H respectively with high probability (from Theorem 3.1). The running time of this step is polynomial in the logarithms of |G| and |H|, from Theorem 3.1. Denote A 1 = U 1 and A 2 = U 2 . The orders of A 1 , A 2 , y 1 and y 2 are then computed using the quantum algorithms for Tasks (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.1. Notice that |G| = |A 1 | · |y 1 | and |H| = |A 2 | · |y 2 |. If |G| = |H|, we conclude that G and H are not isomorphic. In the following, we suppose that |G| = |H| and denote by n this order. If |y 1 | = |y 2 | we conclude that G and H are not isomorphic, from Proposition 6.1. Otherwise denote |y 1 | = |y 2 | = m. Then we compute a basis (g 1 , . . . , g s ) of A 1 and a basis (h 1 , . . . , h s ′ ) of A 2 using the quantum algorithm for Task (ii) in Theorem 2.1. Given these bases it is easy to check the isomorphism of A 1 2 are matrices in GL(r ℓ , Z p ℓ ), then checking if the later condition holds becomes an instance of the problem DISCRETE LOG UP TO CONJUGACY, and can be decided using the algorithm of Theorem 5.1 in time polynomial in t, log m, and max 1≤ℓ≤t (r ℓ + log p ℓ ), i.e., in time polynomial in log n.
If the above instance of DISCRETE LOG UP TO CONJUGACY has no solution, we conclude that G and H are not isomorphic. Otherwise we take one value k such that each Φ 1 (ϕ 1 ) and [Φ 2 (ϕ 2 )] k are conjugate, along with an element X ∈ V such that XΦ 1 (ϕ 1 ) = [Φ 2 (ϕ 2 )] k X (such an element is obtained from the output of the algorithm of Theorem 5.1), and compute an isomorphism χ from A 1 to A 2 such that ϕ 1 = χ −1 ϕ k 2 χ using the last part of Proposition 6.2. The map µ : G → H defined as µ(xy j 1 ) = χ(x)y k j 2 for any x ∈ A 1 and any j ∈ {0, . . . , m−1} is then an isomorphism from G to H (a detailed proof of this statement can be found in the proof of Proposition 6.1 included in [23] ).
